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Abstract 
In wireless networking, the protocols are designed in such away to exploit each node's channel condition 
information. Such protocols are called channel-aware protocols. The channel aware protocols uses each 
nodes reported channel condition information. Each nodes reports its channel condition information to the 
network manager, and the protocols make use of these information. Hence each reported channel condition 
information effects every other users. 
 All works in this area is based on the assumption that the information submitted at the network 
manager is trustful. But there is a possibility of reporting false channel condition information to the 
network manager by some malicious nodes, which can be called as false-feedback of channel condition. 
This work mainly focuses on the mechanism to prevent the false channel condition reporting attack in 
wireless routing and thus providing a trusted mechanism to channel aware protocols.  

Key words: Wireless network, Channel aware protocols, Channel condition Information, Factual feedback 

1. Introduction 

In wireless networking, there are many protocols which uses the channel condition information as 
protocol's input parameter, and such protocols are called channel aware protocols[1] Examples include 
opportunistic schedulers[2][3] cooperative relaying network architectures[4][5], and efficient ad hoc 
network routing metrics[6][7] In these different applications the exploiting of channel condition 
information is in different ways. But the main goal of channel-aware protocols is to boost the system 
throughput by selecting a user, a node or a path with excellent channel condition in a given instance. This 
work mainly determined in finding out a best path in adhoc network routing.  
  All the works in channel aware protocols has mainly focused on how channel condition 
information can be used more resourcefully to utilize wireless resources. Implicitly, in many of the earlier 
works  assumes that each user correctly reports channel condition information to the network manager. 
Being a channel condition information can only be reported by the user itself, an attacker who hacks a node 
can report the channel condition information in a false way, so that the other nodes can be falsified. 
Chances is that the nod can misreport the channel condition in order to steel other nodes/users opportunity 
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in resource sharing, or in another scenario it can generate a sink hole  to decoy packets to itself in order to 
tape all the packet by itself or to drop it unconditionally.  

2. Problem Statement 

The recent work on this area is based on the assumption that the channel condition reported by the nodes to 
the network manager is true. But there is a chance of falsifying the user by any kind of attacker. The attack 
here illustrated is mainly protocol complaint and hence the attacker can utilize this by not even touching the 
hardware. The previous  work done in this area is a study on false channel condition reporting attack[1]. 
The authors, Dongho Kim and Yih-Chun Hu  proposed a method of overcome the false channel condition 
reporting attack, by introducing 'Challenge' packets. 

3. Existing System 

Racic et al[8] consider attacks based on false feedback to the PF scheduler, PF effectively resists false 
feedback, so their attack primarily works by exploiting the handover process rather than the channel-aware 
nature of PF scheduler. 
 
Disadvantages 

• Most work on channel-aware protocols has mainly focused on how channel condition information 
can be used to more efficiently utilize wireless resources.  

• An implicit assumption of most past study is that each user correctly reports channel condition 
information. However, this assumption can induce a security vulnerability since channel condition 
can be asymmetric, specifically, due to possible channel condition asymmetry, channel condition 
to a user can only be measured and reported by that user.  

• An attacker that misreports its measured channel condition might allow the attacker to steal 
another users’ service opportunities, for example in a setting where a centralized scheduler 
schedules each user based on its channel condition.  

• In another setting, a user chooses a next-hop forwarder based on the relayer’s channel 
condition[3], in which case an attacker can misreport its channel condition to generate a sinkhole 
to lure packets to itself possibly for the purpose of dropping those packets.  

 
4. Implemented Solution 

• The possible effects of false channel condition reporting in various channel-aware network 
protocols and propose a defense mechanism that provides secure channel condition estimation.  

• To propose a secure channel condition estimation algorithm that is generally applicable to any 
channel-aware protocol.  

• To analyze algorithm in terms of performance and security, and we perform a simulation study to 
verify performance analysis.  

• To study the effect of misreported channel condition on reference systems with opportunistic 
schedulers and cooperative relaying protocols.  

 
Advantages 
The false channel condition reporting attacks are difficult to identify by existing mechanisms, since the 
attacks are mostly protocol compliant; an attacker need to modify only the channel-condition measurement 
mechanism. 
5. Attacks  
The effect of falsely reported channel condition can be evaluated under three types of channel-aware 
protocols: cooperative relaying protocols in hybrid networks, efficient routing metrics in wireless ad hoc 
networks, and opportunistic schedulers in high-speed wireless networks. Using existing mechanisms some 
of the attacks can be prevented, but many of the attacks cannot be able to handle and at the same time the 
sincerity of trusted user will get questioned. 
 
5.1 Cooperative Relaying 
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In a mobile wireless network, mobile nodes can experience different channel conditions depending on their 
different locations. When a node experiences a channel condition that is too poor to receive packets from a 
source node, a third node may have a good channel condition to both the source and the intended 
destination. Cooperative relaying network [4] architectures help a node that has poor channel condition to 
route its packet through a node with a good channel condition, thus improving system throughput. In order 
to find such routes, a cooperative relaying protocol must distribute channel condition information for each 
candidate path, find the most appropriate relay path, and provide incentives to motivate nodes to forward 
packets for other nodes. The user equipment has two wireless adaptors, one High Data Rate (HDR) cellular 
interface and one IEEE 802.11 interface. The HDR interface is used for communication with a base station 
and the IEEE 802.11 interface is used for peer-to-peer communication with other user equipment in a 
network. The main purpose of cooperative relaying is to maximize system efficiency, so the route with best 
channel condition is likely to be chosen. When a node under claims its channel condition, the node reduces 
falsely reporting its channel condition. In the aggressive approach, the attacker over claims its channel 
condition so that the attacker can increase its probability of relaying packets for the victim. 
 
5.2 Efficient Routing Metrics in Wireless Ad Hoc Networks 
Wireless ad hoc network supports communication between nodes without need for centralized 
infrastructure such as base stations or access points. To deliver packets to destinations out of a source 
nodes transmission range, the source employs the help of intermediate nodes to forward each packet to its 
destination. Routing protocols in wireless ad hoc network discover routes between nodes. When there are 
multiple valid routes from a source to a destination, a routing protocol needs to choose among valid routes. 
A routing metric[5] is a value associated to a route and represents the desirability of a route. A typical 
metric in the seminal routing protocols is minimum hop count. The rationale behind the metric of minimum 
hop count is that a route with fewer hops allows a packet to be delivered with the smaller number of 
transmissions. Hence, the metric of minimum hop count can reduce the total energy consumption across all 
network nodes as long as nodes do not perform power or rate adaptation. To address these shortcomings, 
researchers have proposed different routing metrics. One example is the expected transmission count 
(ETX) metric. ETX is defined as follows: The ETX of a link is the predicted number of data transmissions 
required to send a packet over that link, including retransmissions. The ETX of a route is the sum of the 
ETX for each link in the route. 
 To calculate the ETX of a route in forward direction, a source node needs to know the ETX of 
each forward link on the route. Each upstream node of each forward link reports its measured ETX to a 
source node. An intermediate node can over claim by reporting a smaller ETX or under claim by reporting 
a larger ETX. 
  When an intermediate node under claims, a source node is less likely to choose a route through the 
intermediate node. Hence, similarly to the case of cooperative relaying, an under claiming node can be 
considered a power of node which may not attack a network. In contrast, an intermediate node that over 
claims increases its probability of being chosen. Hence, an over claiming node can maliciously intercept 
packets. The effectiveness of a false ETX report depends on the number of attackers in the route; a larger 
number of attackers on the same route can reduce the ETX further, thus having a greater impact on a source 
nodes route selection 
 
5.3 Opportunistic Schedulers 
An opportunistic scheduler [6] is a centralized resource scheduler that exploits the channel condition 
information of each user for efficient resource management. Channel condition variation due to fading in 
wireless networks induces different channel conditions for each user at each moment in time. This is called 
multi-user diversity. One simple example of an opportunistic scheduler is an efficiency-oriented scheduler 
that allocates resources to only the user with the best channel condition in a time slot. We call this 
scheduler MAX-SINR. It is obvious that this scheduler achieves the maximum possible system throughput. 
However, this scheduler may give so few opportunities to a user with poor channel condition that it induces 
a fairness problem. Proportional Fair (PF) scheduler is a widely known scheduler that addresses the fairness 
problem. When the PF scheduler collects channel condition from each user at time slot t, the PF scheduler 
determines the transmission rate for each user i accordingly. 
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 An attacker's objective is to steal as many time slots as possible. Against a MAX-SINR scheduler, 
the attacker can steal nearly all time slots simply by reporting the best possible channel condition. 
However, against a PF scheduler, the attacker is much more limited due to the fairness guarantee of the PF 
scheduler. With the PF scheduler, an attacker can steal specific time slots by over claiming its channel 
condition to be the best possible condition. Hence, even when over claiming, the attacker under PF 
scheduler cannot occupy many consecutive slots. To obtain several consecutive time slots, an attacker can 
gradually increase the amount of over claiming instead of over claiming the best possible condition. Hence, 
it is difficult for an attacker under PF scheduler to impose a significant impact on network. 

6. System Design 

There are 5 module in this work, which includes: 

• Finding the nearby nodes. 

• Collection of feedbacks from different nodes which are suppose to participate in transmission of 
packets. 

• Implementation of secure channel algorithm. 

• Finding the nearby possible nodes for transmission. 

• Exchange of security flags  

• Routing 

 

6.1 Finding the nearby nodes 

The sender declares itself as the initiator and find the nodes which are nearby to it. The nodes which 
are in one hop distance is initially  selected and are considered for sending the challenge packets. In this 
portion, it is not considered that whether the node is capable for transmission or not. The nodes capacity, 
trustworthiness etc are not considered here.  

 Initially the nodes which are nearby is selected and are listed in the senders database. Any node 
can be a sender at any time. Based on that the nearby nodes varies. 

 

 
Fig 6.1: Module diagram- Multipath creation 
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6.2 Collection of feedbacks from different nodes which are suppose to participate in 
transmission of packets 
In channel aware protocols  each and every node should submit its channel condition to a Network 
manager. And the source node will collect this information from the Network manager and based on this 
available information the packet transmission takes place. These earlier method on channel aware protocols 
are based on the concept that the information obtained to the Network manager is true and trustful. But 
there may be a chance of getting false information from some intruders from some hacked nodes. These 
information may not be true. The node which want to sent packets or the network manager can be 
considered as trusted entities. The trusted entity will broadcast 'challenge packets' to all the nodes which are 
participating in transmission. The participating nodes, on receiving the challenge packets, decodes it and 
will reply back the value to the sender. The challenge packets are designed in such a way that the nodes 
which are having the channel SINR value above some specified value can only decode the packets. 
Challenge packets: 
 Challenge packets are test packets which are sending by the source node to all nearby destination, 
at a time, to check whether they are in a good condition to pass its message packets. To get more accurate 
values, before sending the message packets, the source node will send more than one challenge packets 
with a fixed time interval, i.e. more instances of this challenge packets. The challenge packet will contain 
some values, encoded in it, which are known only to the source node, where all the receiving node should 
decode the value only if the channel condition of that node is above some specified level which is capable 
to transfer the upcoming packets with less lose. After receiving the challenge packet each node should 
decode the challenge packet and should reply back the value to the source node. Here the following 
chances occurs: 

 
• The node will respond correctly, if the node is having a good channel condition. 
• The node will guess the value and sent back, if the node have any bad intention. 
• Node can't be able to reply back, if it is not having a good channel condition. 

 
The trusted table at the trusted node will be updated with values 1 and 0, as 1 for condition (1) and 0 for 
conditions (2)and(3).  Here, have to put more concentration on condition (2), as there is a chance of being 
the guessed value correct. But probability theory says it is not possible for a guessed value to be correct if 
we are considering more than one instances. 
 
 
6.3 Implementation of secure channel algorithm 
Here comes the second part, that is adding the obtained challenge values (1s and 0s) form different 
challenge instances and finding out the exact nodes which are perfectly apt to participate in data 
transmission with less packet lose. 

• The secure channel algorithm is as follows: 
• Add all 1s in each challenge separately. 
• Select the minimum valued sum among them. 
• Select the nodes which are having value 1 in that challenge as the apt node for transmission. 
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Fig 6.2: Module diagram-Channel aware routing 

 
6.4 Secure channel Algorithm 
 

Step 1. Deploy ‘N’ number of nodes in a 2D plane of wireless network 
Step 2. Choose source node ‘Sink’ and destination node  
Step 3. Create TCP/UDP connection among the nodes 
Step 4. Declare Channel condition samples C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 for all nodes having value ‘1’ or 

‘0’ 
Step 5. Create Routing Table, one- hop neighbor for all nodes deployed in Wireless network 
Step 6. Find good channel 
Step 7. Sum C1, Sum C2, Sum C3, Sum C4, Sum C5 
Step 8. Sort the summed values 
Step 9. If Sum value (S) = Round off(CXT), Where T= A fixed threshold, TԐ[0,1] 
Step 10. Ci, the sample of Si = Selected channel 
Step 11. Create Routing path 
Step 12. For Node (i=0, i<=n) 
Step 13. If 

     Channel value = 1 
     assign the node to routing table Rt     
     Get Rt 

Step 14. Start the packet delivery by using the routing table derived above 
Step 15. Destination receives packet from source  
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Fig: 6.3 Overall flow of Factual feedback based secure channel routing algorithm  

 
6.5 Finding the nearby possible nodes for transmission 
After collecting all the challenge values and finding out the smallest challenge value, the final trust list can 
be sort out. From that sorted list the nodes which are assigned 1 is considered as the trusted nodes and they 
are considered for transmission. These nodes are the possible nodes for transmission among the nearby 
node list. This trustworthiness of node can't be attained at once. These are considered as the best possible 
nodes with less packet lose and the most trusted node without the presence of any intruders. 
 
6.6 Exchange of security flags 
Finally the nodes which are considered as trusted nodes are made secure with the help of MD5pure 
algorithm. The source node send the hash codes which are generated by itself to the selected trusted nodes 
in ASCII format and make compulsory that those nodes which receives the ASCII values should be able to 
reproduce the same. If that security flags are true, it is confirmed that the nodes which are selected as most 
apt ones are also more secure to handle secret data. 
 
6.7 Routing 
After confirming the nodes for transmission, the routing takes place. Here AODV is taken as the routing 
protocol, through the selected neighbor nodes. AODV is a reactive self-starting, and large scale routing 
protocol route discovery and route maintenance is also carried out on demand basis even if only two nodes 
need to communicate with each other. AODV cuts down need of nodes in order to always remain active 
and to continuously update routing information at each node. 
 AODV uses an efficient method of routing that reduces network load by broadcasting route 
discovery mechanism and by dynamically updating routing information at each intermediate node. Change 
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in topology and loop free routing is maintained by using most recent routing information lying among the 
intermediate node by utilizing sequence number. 
 
7. Simulation and Results 
Simulation of the proposed system is done in NS2, the network simulator. 
 
7.1  Deployment of nodes 
Here consider a wireless network with N nodes. Let N denote the set of all nodes in the network. 
The communication among all n nodes is based on a tree topology with the sink as the root. The 
tree is formed in the initial phase as follows. The sink first broadcast a message with a hop 
counter. The nodes receiving the message will set the message sender as the parent node, increase 
the hop counter by one, and broadcast it to their neighbors. If a node receives multiple messages, 
it will select the one with the minimum hop counter to broadcast and set the sender of the 
message as its parent. Data are transferred along the edges in this communication tree. To 
transmit one data unit, the energy cost of the sender and receiver are etr and ere respectively, and 
etr is also relevant to the distance between the sender and receiver. To simplify the problem, we 
set the length of each tree edge to one unit, which means that nodes have a fixed transmission 
range and the energy cost of transferring data is only proportional to the data size. 
 
7.2 Neighbor discovery 
In wireless network, the communication is happen through multi-hop transmission. It is necessary 
to establish the neighbor nodes under such networks. In this module, one hop neighbors of every 
node is identified dynamically. The communication among the nodes is based on a tree topology 
with the destination as the root. The tree is formed in the initial phase as follows. The sender node 
first broadcast a message with a hop counter. The nodes receiving the message will set the 
message sender as the parent node, increase the hop counter by one, and broadcast it to their 
neighbors. Data are transferred along the edges in this communication tree. 
 

 
Fig 7.1 Neighbor Discovery 

7.3 Assign Channel Condition 
Channel conditions for the deployed nodes are assigned. Channel condition at different spaces are 
considered, we consider 5 different channel conditions. The node of having channel value of ‘1’ is 
considered to be good channel condition, whereas ‘0’ is considered to be bad. The sum of individual 
samples of channel values are summed up and we consider the channel value, which is having less value 
for routing. 
 
7.4 Channel aware routing 
The channel requirements are the maximum needed for the intermediate node, e.g., channel value C= [0,1], 
the one value is considered to be good channel node and channel value equal to zero is considered to be bad 
channel node. Node N to route a data packet to the destination, N only needs to decide to which 
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neighboring node it should forward the data packet considering both the channel condition. The node, 
which acquires good channel value, will be included in the route. 
 

 
Fig 7.2 Packet Transmission path 

 
The system discovers the neighboring nodes first. In that all the possible nodes will be there. After that 
based on the feedback obtained from each node the trusted list of nodes are obtained. Based on applying 
"Secure channel algorithm", the best list is sorted out and is considered as the final trust list and the final 
routing table is formed. 
 
8. Graphs 

 
 
 Fig 8.1: Delay                                         Fig 8.2 Packet drop                   Fig8.3 Throughput  

5. Conclusion 

Many modern wireless networking protocols are channel aware protocols, which uses the reported channel 
condition information by the nodes which are participating in communication. Examples include 
opportunistic schedulers, cooperative relaying network architectures and efficient ad hoc network routing 
metrics. In channel aware routing, there is a chance of attack called false channel condition reporting 
attack. A study on false channel condition report shows that this type of attacks have a common behavior, 
as the non trusted nodes may report false information regarding its channel condition to the network 
manager. 
 Factual feedback based secure channel routing method collects channel status based on the 
feedbacks obtained as a reply to the proposed challenge messages. The secure channel condition estimation 
algorithm finds the best path for routing based on the collected feedback status of all participating nodes. 
The work mainly concentrated in one application of channel aware protocols-The ad hoc network routing. 
Also this implementation is done only for single hope neighbors. Other applications like opportunistic 
schedulers, cooperative relaying etc and the implementation in multi hope are the future scopes. 
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